Adirondack Porch Swing Assembly Instructions

Step 1:: Attach front legs. Important: When advancing the screws keep
the drill bit lined up with the screw and apply enough pressure to avoid
stripping the head. Advance the screws until they stick out slightly on the
other side to help matching to the hole in the leg. Tighten until snug.

Step 2:: Attach the rear legs. Advance the screw slowly so you can feel it go
into the existing hole in the frame. Again, remember to keep the bit lined
up and apply pressure to avoid stripping the screw. Insert the 4 lag
eyebolts (with quicklinks attached) and screw them into the existing holes on
the 4 legs using a screwdriver.

Step 3:: Set the back section in place as shown. Tilt forward first to clear
the curved seat slat, then tilt back into place. Use the 2 shorter screws for
the bottom slat. Line up the upper back as shown and advance the screws into
the existing holes.

Step 4:: Attach the arms. Advance the screws far enough so you can line up
the pieces with the existing holes. Tighten until just snug.
Step 5:: You are ready to hang the swing. We recommend using 3/16"
galvanized chain. For an 8' ceiling you will need two 13'6" lengths of chain, a
9' ceiling will use two 15'6" lengths
Install the ceiling bolts: They should be located at least 32" from the wall
and slightly further away from each other than the swing is wide, but further
apart or slightly less than the width will work fine. Locate the center of the
joist/rafter and drill a 5/16" hole and screw in the lag eyebolt. Hang the "S"
hook from the bolt.
Attach the chain, hang and adjust for your deired height and slant. Note in
the photo above how the chain goes from the front quicklink to the celing
then down through the arm lagbolt and then down to the rear quicklink.
Excess chain can be draped at the rear quicklink.
Keeping your furniture clean: Maintenace requirements will vary by location.
Generally, an occasional rinsing by hose will keep the furniture clean. A pressure
washer will do the best job but be careful not to apply too much pressure
(which will "feather" the surface). For tough dirt/stains spray Clorox Cleanup or
Tilex onto the furniture, allow to sit for a few minutes and rinse off with a
hose or pressure wash. Stubborn stains may require a little scrubbing with a
scrub-brush.
Enjoy your Adirondack Porch Swing!!!
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